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APPENDIX 6. Training literature etc
Two training booklets with colour plates were produced [1000 copies of each]. These were distributed to more than 600 site coordinators, other extensionists, CDO, Busitema Training College. Booklet one covered only pest control, Booklet 2 covered ICM as a whole.

BOOKLET 1.
Integrated control of pests, weeds and diseases in Ugandan cotton

A guide for use with the SPEED/IDEA cotton demonstrations
The photographs taken for the training manuals were used by the agrochemicals company BALTON, for an insect identification sheet. This was laminated and distributed to demonstration farmers. They carried the card with them when scouting as an aid to identification of pests and beneficial insect species [SEE BELOW].
Large numbers of the wooded pegboard were manufactured. These were an essential aid to scouting, allowing farmers to record pest numbers and the point at which spraying was required is marked on the board.